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Abstract
Bearingless motors are meant to increase reliability of electric machines by reducing
the number of mechanical parts. Operating principle of bearingless machine is based
on producing unbalanced magnetic pull by generating larger flux density in airgap on
one side of the motor than on other side. Primary windings produce magnetic flux
with direction that opposes the direction of flux produced by secondary windings on
one side and on the other side the fluxes have same direction. This results in larger
flux density in the airgap on one side of the machine and smaller on the other side.
Magnetic flux density can be decreased by increasing reluctance or conversely flux
density can be increased by decreasing reluctance. This is achieved by redistributing
stator yoke material accordingly to increase and reduce saturation on appropriate
areas of stator. In this thesis the stator yoke is optimized to produce maximum
levitating force with minimal torque reduction. Optimization is done using
commercially available software utilizing finite element methods (FEM) to solve
Maxwell’s field equations to obtain electromagnetic fields. Through multiple case
studies 13.5% increase in levitation force is realized with approximately 1% reduction
in torque. Results is proposal for novel general shape of bearingless synchronous
reluctance motor (SynRM).
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Tiivistelmä
Laakerittomat moottorit parantavat sähkömoottorien luotettavuutta vähentämällä
kuluvia mekaanisia osia. Laakerittoman koneen toimintaperiaate perustuu epätasaisen
magneettisen vetovoiman luomiseen tuottamalla ilmaväliin magneettivuontiheys,
joka on voimakkaampi moottorin yhdellä puolella ja heikompi toisella puolella.
Moottorikäämitykset tuottavat magneettivuon, jonka suunta on sekundäärikelojen
magneettivuota vastaan yhdellä puolella ja samansuuntainen toisella puolella,
tuottaen näin pienemmän vuontiheyden moottorin ilmaväliin yhdelle puolelle ja
suuremman toiselle. Vuontiheyttä voidaan heikentää kasvattamalla reluktanssia tai
vastavuoroisesti vahvistaa vähentämällä reluktanssia. Siirtämällä magneettista
materiaalia koneen puolelta toiselle, kasvatetaan ja vähennetään staattorin selän
reluktansseja ja muutetaan magneettivuon tiheyttä ilmavälissä ja siten magneettista
vetovoimaa. Tässä työssä tarkastellaan staattorin selän optimointia levitointivoiman
maksimoimiseksi siten että vääntömomentin menetys on mahdollisimman vähäinen.
Optimointi tapahtuu kaupallisesti saatavilla olevalla ohjelmistolla, joka hyödyntää
elementtimenetelmää (FEM) laskemaan sähkömagneettisia kenttiä Maxwellin
yhtälöiden avulla. Työssä suoritetun monitapaustukimuksen avulla levitointivoimaa
saadaan kasvatettua 13.5% noin 1% vääntömomentin menetyksellä. Tämän johdosta
työssä ehdotetaan uudenlaista staattorimuotoa laakerittomalle synkronireluktanssi-
moottorille.
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Magnetic vector potential
Magnetic flux density
Electric flux density
Electric field strength

ℱ Magnetomotive force
Magnetic field strength
Current density

ℛ Reluctance
Ψ Flux linkage

Permeability
Conductivity
Permittivity
Magnetic flux

Abbreviations

3D 3-Dimensional
API Application Program Interface
COBYLA Constrained Optimization by Linear Approximation
DC Direct Current
D-Q Direct-Quadrature
EMF Electromotive Force
FEM Finite Element Method
IM Induction Machine
MMF Magnetomotive Force
NFL No Free Lunch theorem
SynRM Synchronous Reluctance Machine
VFD Variable Frequency Drive
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1. Introduction

Synchronous machines are widely utilized where constant speed is desired in

applications such as generators, pumps, clocks, timers and precision servomotors.

Compared to asynchronous machine, such as induction machine (IM), synchronous

machines can be operated with lagging or leading current from supply and will always

operate according to supply line frequency. Conversely, an asynchronous machine will

always operate only with lagging power factor since currents must be induced in the

rotor windings to produce torque. Rotor of synchronous machine rotates at same angular

speed as revolving magnetic field produced by stator.

In the classification of synchronous machines, synchronous reluctance machines

(SynRM) are considered as one of the three main types of synchronous machines, with

the other two being separately excited synchronous machines and permanent magnet

synchronous machines [1]. In separately excited machine the rotor is magnetized with

direct current (DC) through brushes or slip rings, which add components susceptible to

mechanical wear and additionally cause sparking in electric motors due to friction [2].

Permanent magnet synchronous machines overcome these disadvantages because

permanent magnets are embedded into rotor structure to create magnetic poles which

cause rotor to become synchronized with rotating magnetic field of the stator.

Permanent magnets however are affected by the temperature they are operated in and

permanent magnets incur increased costs to machine.

Reliability is important characteristic of electric motors and reduction of moving

mechanical parts is integral objective in increasing reliability of machinery. In typical

electric motor, such as induction motor, the only mechanical parts susceptible to wear

and relevant to the operation of motor itself are the rotor, bearings and slip rings. Out

of these components, the bearings are most vulnerable. Because of high-speed operation

of electric machines and vibration, bearing failures may account up to 40-50% of all

failures in electric machines [3, 4]. Besides natural wear, bearings also experience

increased wear when operated by Variable Frequency Drives (VFD). This type of wear

occurs when bearings and lubricant begin to act as capacitors at high motor speeds and
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electric charge increases in the bearings. Once breakdown voltage of the lubricating

film is exceeded, the energy stored in bearings is discharged by electrical arc which

causes damage to bearing material. [5] Furthermore, vibration and possible

misalignment of motor axle decrease the lifetime of bearings. Magnetic bearings that

suspend the rotor aim to solve problems of mechanical bearings. Although complete

levitation is the optimal goal, even increase in the lifting force can be beneficial because

it can reduce load on bearings and therefore increase motor reliability.

Bearingless motors have been actively developed as early as 1980’s and the concept of

magnetic bearings has been applied to induction, permanent magnet and reluctance

machines in test environments. Practical implementation of bearingless machines has

not been available to until 1994 when vector control theory reached appropriate

sophistication. [2]

Magnetic bearings are relatively new application and thus there are questions that

remain unanswered. One such question is increasing to levitating force in bearingless

SynRM by altering stator shape.

1.1. Purpose of study

The subject of this study is based on the proposal that stator geometry can be optimized

so that levitation force is maximized. This proposal is based on the knowledge that

pulling of magnetic flux is dependent on reluctance. The reluctance in turn is dependent

on magnetic saturation and magnetic flux distribution in the core material. Because

bearingless machines need to produce lift, that is to oppose gravitational pull, it is

estimated that reducing saturation in upper area of stator yoke by redistributing it from

lower parts of yoke will increase the amount of total flux contributing to generating

lifting force.

This thesis studies the 2-dimensional structural alteration of SynRM stator yoke and its

effects on suspension forces. The main objectives of the thesis are

- Provide proof of concept that suspension force can be increased through

alteration of yoke geometry
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- Conduct survey of effects of shape altering with simple parametrization of

stator yoke geometry

- Conduct main research using more complicated parametrization with enough

control nodes to allow free yoke shape mutation

- Provide analysis of resulting data

- Propose a general stator geometry for maximum levitating force

- Formulate code for mesh generator which can be altered to be imported for

inhouse software using Gmsh with Matlab™ interface

- Suggest direction of future study in bearingless SynRM based on analysis

1.2.Structure of thesis

Thesis consists of four main sections: introduction, background information, research

and conclusions. In background section the operating principles of SynRM are

explained and relevant mathematical equations for calculating forces of bearingless

SynRM and magnetic bearings are derived. Short literature review is given on existing

research considered relevant to the subject. Finally, methodology of forthcoming study

will be explained.

Research and main work of this thesis is divided into four smaller studies: Initial study

and separate studies of three cases. In initial study the model physical dimensions are

detailed, and operating parameters are listed. Operation of the original model is

analysed and summarized so that performance can be compared with optimized models.

Four cases will be optimized and studied by simulations and analysis of the simulations.

The results of simulations will be analysed and compared with each other. Best result

will be the geometry that produces highest levitating force at smallest reduction to

torque. This geometry will be formed from the averages of results and its performance

evaluated by comparing it with the original model. In the last section results are

discussed and the possible future optimization targets are suggested based on the results

of conducted research and studied material.
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2. Background

For the purposes of this study, it is important to understand operating principles of

magnetic bearings, SynRM and physics behind electromagnetic suspension. In

beginning of this section basic operating principles of SynRM are explained. In physics

section, equations used to calculate magnetic forces will be derived to help explain

operation of bearingless machines.

Motivation and concept behind subject of work is explained in magnetic saturation

section. Also, some research material relating to bearingless machines is reviewed in

this section. Methods and tools for conducting research will be described in

methodology section. Mesh generator created during this work is also introduced.

2.1 Synchronous reluctance machine

Compared to IM, SynRM is more efficient, inexpensive, reliable and easier to

manufacture. Efficiency is increased because rotor does not need to have additional

winding for excitation of rotor magnetic field, which means that rotor will not have

copper losses in rotor. Because SynRM rotor does not need to have excitation winding,

it also does not need slip rings or brushes for electrical coupling of the winding. This

makes motor more reliable and increases the maintenance interval due to reduction of

mechanical parts. In both IM and SynRM the stator is practically identical and control

of SynRM can be simplified because of absence of rotor slip in relation to revolving

magnetic field of stator. Both motors can also be operated by VFD. [6, 7, 8]

Operation of electric machine is based on generation of rotating magnetic field, which

pulls rotor poles at the speed of rotating magnetic field. In SynRM the action is caused

by stator teeth acting as electromagnets pulling the magnetic material of rotor. The

pulling force produces torque as the stator teeth are energized in sequence.

Magnetic field is produced by a moving charge. Ampère’s law states that moving

electric charge creates magnetic field proportional to the total amount of charge flow

inside closed loop
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⋅ =  ⋅ = (2.1)

where  is the total amount of current in enclosed surface  and  is the magnetic

field strength on a length element of loop. This equation can be written to sum form

Δ = (2.2)

where  is the permeability of the material. It can be written in form which describes

magnetic field at a distance  from current carrying wire.

=
2

(2.3)

When wire that is carrying current is wound around magnetic core, such as iron,

magnetic flux concentrates inside the core because of permeability inside is larger than

in air. This causes the core to act as electromagnet. The magnetic circuit is analogous

to electric circuit and table 1 summarizes this analogy. [2, 9] Reluctance is analogous

to electrical resistivity, magnetic flux is analogous to electric current, magnetomotive

force is analogous voltage and permeability is analogous to electrical conductivity.

Table 2.1. Analogy between electric and magnetic circuits. [9]

Electric circuit Magnetic circuit

Source Electromotive force (emf) Magnetomotive force (mmf) ℱ

Generates Electric current = ∫ ⋅ Magnetic flux = ∫ ⋅

Limited by Resistance = Reluctance ℛ =

Ohm’s law = ℱ = ℛ

Using the analogy in table 2.1, it can be said that the magnetic flux seeks the path of

least reluctance [8]. This is the basis of operating principle of reluctance machine and

figure 2.1 is used to illustrate this principle.
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 Figure 2.1. Simplified operating principle of reluctance machine.

Coil is wound around core and a section of core is removed to create gap, called airgap.

Between two ends of the core, called teeth, a bar of iron is fastened to freely rotating

axle. In electric machine, the direct- and quadrature axes (d- and q-axes respectively)

refer to the two axes in rotor coordinates and flux paths in rotor. Along the d-axis, rotor

has small reluctance and along the q-axis the rotor has large reluctance.

According to Newton’s first law and law of conservation of energy, objects will change

speed of motion only when acted upon by external force, i.e. when objects are moving

to lower energy state. In this case, when rotor is not aligned with teeth and magnetic

flux, the rotor can be said to be at higher energy state because more energy is required

for the flux to travel the path of high reluctance. To reach lower energy state, magnetic

field strength of the core exerts force on the rotor to align d-axis with path of least

reluctance. Magnetic energy is converted to kinetic energy until minimum energy state

in the magnetic system is reached.

Motor depicted in figure 2.1 would not be self-starting because rotor has tendency of

becoming aligned with the magnetic poles of teeth by always seeking path of least

reluctance. To overcome this, so that motor starts regardless of what position the rotor

is, more teeth and coils are needed in the stator. This has been illustrated in figure 2.2,

where various rotors inside typical stator are depicted. [1]
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Figure 2.2. Structure of various rotors used in reluctance machines. In (a) and (b) are early conversions
of induction machine without rotor winding. (c) Four-pole machine with radial flux barriers. (d) Axially
laminated rotor with aluminium sheets sandwiched between laminations (f) 3D structure of axially
laminated rotor. (g) 3D structure of (c). [1]

To improve motor torque and power characteristics, flux barriers depicted in figures

2.2(f) and 2.2(g) are cut to rotor structure. [1] Figure 2.2(f) depicts the type of rotor used

in this work.

The power of SynRM is expressed using quadrature- and direct-axis inductances as

= 3
−

2
2 = 3

1 −

2
2 (2.4)

where  and  are the inductances of direct- and quadrature-axes respectively,  is

the supplying voltage,  is the synchronous angular speed of the motor and  is the

load angle. [1] It can be seen from the equation that the inductance ratio /  is the

factor used for maximizing power performance of SynRM. The inductance ratio is also

known as saliency ratio and it increases total torque produced of the machine. [7]

To increase torque of the machine, flux guides are created by cutting barriers in

cylindrical rotor laminations between d-axes to create magnetic flux paths with variable

reluctance. This allows higher total flux density to be distributed in the airgap and more
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surface area on the rotor to which the flux density to exert forces on. Inductance on the

q-axis is minimized by flux barriers and maximized on d-axis by flux guides. However,

flux barriers reduce the available material on d-axis while flux guides increase it on q-

axis, meaning that there is a trade-off between the two. In addition to requiring care and

optimization to design, a rotor with flux barriers and guides incur increased costs for

manufacturing. When it comes to designing SynRM, single most important factor to its

power performance is dependent on saliency ratio. [7, 10]

In ideal machine where there are no losses and all electrical energy is converted into

mechanical energy. In synchronous machines the relationship between electrical- and

mechanical power is proportional to the product of torque and rotational speed

= = = ⋅
2
60

(2.5)

where  is the rotor torque,  is the angular velocity of rotor and  is number of

revolutions rotor rotates in a minute. In symmetrical SynRM the torque is expressed as

function of d-q flux linkages and d-q currents

=
3
2

Ψ − Ψ (2.6)

where Ψ  and Ψ  refer to d- and q-axis flux linkages respectively while  and  refer

to d- and q-axis currents. [11] Flux linkage is dependent on the relationship of current

and magnetic flux, which is called inductance, as well as magnetic saturation of the

material.

For bearingless applications, SynRM are attractive choice of machine type because of

low manufacturing cost and independence to temperature. Accurate control of

bearingless SynRM is also relatively simple due to lack of field winding and rotor slip.

2.1 Magnetic bearings and bearingless machines

Principle behind magnetic bearings is that they produce lift to rotating body of motor

by means of magnetic pull to overcome gravitational force, suspending the rotor so that

no mechanical contact is made with the structure of stator. To achieve this, active
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magnetic bearings have been developed and employed over the past decades. Active

magnetic bearings are called ‘active’ because magnetic force is generated electrically

and actively controlled. More specifically they are separate devices that replace

mechanical bearings.

Figure 2.3 depicts a motor where mechanical bearings have been replaced with

magnetic bearings. The speed and torque of the motor is controlled by typical 3-phase

inverter like in typical SynRM. To balance the axle alignment, two magnetic bearings

are employed. In addition, there is a thrust magnet controlling the axial position in z-

axis direction of rotor.  [2]

Figure 2.3. Motor with magnetic bearings. [2]

Both bearings have four single-phase inverters to control the four coils of the bearing.

Two coils per bearing are on x-axis and two coils per bearing are on y-axis. When coil

in the bearing is energized, it produces magnetic pull on rotor. Thrust bearing only

operates in z-axis and so needs only two coils and two inverters for coil control. Both
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radial and thrust magnetic bearings work in unison so that rotor does not move in x-, y-

or z-direction and is only allowed to revolve around z-axis freely. [2]

The downside of motor configuration depicted in figure 2.3 is that it increases the length

of the motor and controlling the forces is complicated due to large number of inverters

[6]. To improve the machine, magnetic bearing windings can be integrated into the

motor to act as secondary windings with the main motor windings to reduce length of

the motor and reduce number of controlling inverters. Both motor windings and

secondary windings participate in producing lifting force. In this paper the levitation

windings refer to these secondary windings and levitation force refers to the y-axis

component of radial force. In the figure 2.4 both bearingless units incorporate levitation

windings and motor windings that produce the torque and levitating force. This machine

is referred to as bearingless machine as it does not use separate magnetic bearings nor

actual physical bearings. [2]

Figure 2.4. Bearingless machine. [2]

Strength of magnetic forces exerted on rotor are inversely proportional to the airgap

distance. It is therefore important that airgap length is made as short as possible for

maximum torque and power. However, reduction in airgap length will result more easily
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in imbalance; pulling force increases as airgap length decreases, making the rotor

inherently imbalanced due to unbalanced magnetic pull. In normal motors this results

in increased axle stress, vibration and load on bearings caused by unbalanced magnetic

pull. In bearingless machine this will result in actual displacement of entire axle if

machine is decoupled from load as the axle is not being physically restricted by

bearings. The unbalanced magnetic pull results in whirling orbit of rotor origin around

the origin of stator. [12] Because of the force imbalance, accurate and fast response

controllers are needed to counteract the magnetic pull. In this case control would be

controlled by feedback controller that adjusts the balancing magnetic pull depending on

displacement sensor reading. Control of different bearingless machines and drives are

discussed more in detail in [2].

2.2 Physics of magnetic levitation

Because magnetic bearings and bearingless machines are relatively novel technology,

it will be of great import to support the research by compiling the most relevant

equations relating to magnetic suspension generated by bearingless machines.

The following sections are primarily a compilation of equations from two books:

”Design of Rotating Electrical Machines” by Juha Pyrhönen et al. [1] and “Magnetic

Bearings and Bearingless Drives” by Akira Chiba et al. [2].

2.1.1 Inductance

Inductance is a quantity representing relationship between magnetic flux and current

and, as mentioned earlier, important quantity especially in SynRM design. In this

section the relationship between inductance of magnetic flux path is derived and

explained. Later the inductance is used to calculate magnetic pull and torque produced

by motor.

Figure 2.5 illustrates electromagnetic system and its equivalent magnetic circuit where

electrical conductor is wound N times around C-shaped iron core. Airgap separates the
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C-shape from the iron bar. Using the analogy between electric and magnetic circuits

introduced in table 2.1 of previous section, it is possible to calculate the reluctances of

the circuit.

Figure 2.5.(a) Electromagnetic system and (b) equivalent magnetic circuit. [2]

The coil around the core produces magnetomotive force

ℱ = (2.7)

Reluctances depend on the geometric dimensions and material. Reluctance in airgap is

ℛ =
−

(2.8)

where  is the length of air between bar and C-shaped iron with x is the displacement

of the bar. Dimensions of the core are given by  and  and = 4 ⋅ 10  [ / ] is

the permeability of vacuum. Similarly, reluctances for cores for C-shape and iron bar

respectively are

ℛ =
2 +

(2.9)

ℛ = (2.10)

where  is the relative permeability of the core.
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The airgap reluctance is typically much larger than the reluctance of the cores because

of the low permeability of air and therefore often neglected in simple magnetic systems.

For example, the relative permeability of iron varies between 1000-10000 while relative

permeability of air is close to unity.

In such a system, where reluctances of core can be neglected, the resulting flux can be

estimated to be

=
ℱ
ℛ

=
2ℛ + ℛ + ℛ

≈
2ℛ

=
2 −

(2.11)

Flux linkage describes the amount of magnetic flux produced by current in coil wound

around a core with N turns.

Ψ = Nϕ = (2.12)

Solving for flux and inserting to (2.11) results gives

Ψ =
N

2 −
(2.13)

Dividing flux linkage with current gives inductance

=
2( − )

(2.14)

Magnetic flux density in the airgap is obtained by dividing the flux with surface area

= =
2( − )

(2.15)

With (2.15) it becomes apparent that easiest way to increase magnetic flux density

without increasing current or changing the material is to reduce airgap distance between

rotor and stator.

Using Taylor series expansion
1
−

=
1 1

1 −
=

1
1 + + + + ⋯ (2.16)

and when only first two terms are considered, the equation is simplified
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= 1 +
2

= 1 + (2.17)

where  is called as the nominal inductance. [2]

The total inductance for the complete system illustrated in figure 2.5 is

=
Ψ

=
2ℛ + ℛ + ℛ

=
2 − + 1 (2 + + )

(2.18)

If airgap between two objects is sufficiently large and if the magnetic material is not

experiencing magnetic saturation, reluctance of airgap is significantly larger than the

magnetic core material. This is because relative permeability of core material is

typically several orders of magnitude larger than air. But as core approaches full

saturation, its permeability approaches that of air and the reluctance of iron will become

increasingly relevant. [2] In the next section the relationship of energy, magnetic force

and inductance are formulated.

2.1.2 Magnetic energy, force and torque

The magnetic torque and forces exerted on target object can be derived to be a function

of magnetic energy, magnetic co-energy or magnetic flux density in the gap between

the two attracting objects. Following equations will describe how the magnetic force

and torque are derived from the change of energy in the magnetic system and how

magnetic energy is related to inductance, defining magnetic energy.

 The electrical energy conversion is given in [1] as

= + + (2.19)

where

 is the change in electrical energy,

 is the change in mechanical energy,

 is the change in stored magnetic energy,
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 is the change in electrical loss.

To simplify the problem, the electrical losses are neglected, and the energy conversion

is expressed simply as

= + (2.20)

Relationship between force and mechanical energy is

= (2.21)

and in magnetic system the force  is said to be magnetic force. The relationship

between magnetic flux and electrical energy can be derived by using Faraday’s law of

induction

= +
Ψ

dt
(2.22)

where  is the induced voltage,  is resistance of the coil and Ψ is flux linkage. [1]

Now electric power can be rewritten by using induced voltage, resulting in

= = = + Ψ (2.23)

Considering electrical system as lossless, i.e. = 0, equation (2.20) can now be

rearranged and rewritten using substitutions from (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) to be

= Ψ − (2.24)

The flux linkage is Ψ =  when system is magnetically linear and has no displacement

in airgap, i.e. the displacement = 0.

Magnetic force  can be expressed as a function of energy or co-energy. In [2] co-

energy is described as integral of current

= Ψ (2.25)

and energy is the integral of flux linkage

= Ψ (2.26)
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Figure 2.6 illustrates the areas for energy and co-energy. Magnetically linear case is

discussed first. Nonlinearity is discussed in next section, the magnetic saturation. Forces

can be observed using equations that are valid in magnetically linear when airgap is

large, since magnetization of air is linear. With large airgap, the reluctance of airgap is

so large that reluctances of magnetic materials become irrelevant. [2]

Figure 2.6. Magnetic energy and co-energy in magnetically (a) linear and (b) non-linear systems. [1]

From figure 2.6(a) it can be noted that energy and co-energy are equal

= =
Ψ

Ψ =
1
2

Ψ
=

1
2

(2.27)

In linear case both, energy and co-energy, can be used in force calculation using the

relationship between force and energy

= = =
2

=
2

(2.28)

Equation (2.28) gives magnetic force as function of current. Force can also be expressed

as function of magnetic flux density using co-energy and is expressed as

=
4

=

4

4
=

2
2 =

2
(2.29)

where  is the total surface area of the magnetic conductor facing the airgap seen in

figure 2.5a presented earlier. [1]

Relationship between magnetic flux density and magnetic field strength in air is

= ≈ (2.30)
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where H is the magnetic field strength and  is the relative permeability of air. Using

equation (2.30) with (2.29), force can be expressed as a function of magnetic field

strength

=
2

(2.31)

Stress is defined as force divided by surface area

= (2.32)

Substituting force in (2.32) with (2.31) and stress equation becomes

=
2

(2.33)

Equation (2.33) is also known as Maxwell’s stress equation and it is a widely used

equation for estimating magnetic forces and torque. [1, 2]

To calculate and simulate large and complicated magnetic systems and circuits, such as

electric motor, advanced methods for solving field equations are needed. This is even

more important when magnetic nonlinearity and saturation are important factors for

obtaining accurate solution. Finite Element Method (FEM) is particularly effective at

this and will be expanded upon in methodology section. For now, a method for

calculating torque using FEM is described.

Maxwell’s stress can be divided into tangential and normal components

=
1
2

( − ) (2.34)

= (2.35)

where  and  are normal and tangential components of the magnet field strength

respectively. [1]

Torque produced by magnetic field on rotor can now be obtained by integrating the

stress equation over surface of a cylinder, which represents the rotor

= × ( ⋅ ) −
2

Γ (2.36)
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where  is the length of cylinder, Γ is the surface of cylinder,  is flux density vector,

is normal unit vector and is the lever arm vector. Equation (2.36) is called the

Maxwell’s stress tensor. [1]

Due to numerical inaccuracies, equation (2.36) should not be used in FEM but instead

another method should be used. One variant proposed in [1] is called the Arkkio’s

method, where the torque is the integral over total airgap volume

= ( − )
(2.37)

where  and  represent radii for stator and rotor respectively and l is the axial length

of airgap, or more commonly the length of the motor. Other methods exist such as

Coulomb’s virtual work and magnetizing current method. [1] Method used in FEM

solver that is employed in this work is explained in methodology section.

The principle of levitation produced by this motor is based on differential actuator

introduced in [2] and figure 2.7 is used to illustrate this concept.

Figure 2.7. Differential actuator. In levitation,  component is larger than  and resultant force lifts
the object. [2]
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In the figure two identical C-shaped cores are used. A cylinder is placed between the

two cores and coil is wound around both cores to magnetize them. If flux density

produced by lower C-shape is smaller than  of upper C-shape, the force  will be

larger than  and lifting force is produced. [2]

The forces for upper and lower C-shape are

=
2

(2.38)

and

=
2

(2.39)

where  and  are the flux densities in upper and lower airgap respectively. The total

force produced by the magnetic system on the cylindrical object is the sum of forces

= + =
2

( − ) (2.40)

Force  is negative because cylinder is at origin and positive direction is defined to be

up the positive y-axis. [2]

Motor used in this work is designed so that flux direction produced by levitation

windings is always the same as motor winding flux direction in upper area of motor and

opposite in the lower area of motor. [6] The motor and levitation force are analysed in

third chapter where main study will be conducted.

2.1.3 Magnetic saturation

Equations (2.27) and (2.28) are valid when magnetization of material is still in linear

region and not saturated. As magnetic field intensity  increases, the corresponding

magnetic flux density no longer increases linearly in relation to field intensity, i.e.

relative permeability is no longer a constant. Figure 2.8 shows errors of linear

approximation of magnetic energy caused by the magnetic saturation.
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Figure 2.8. Error in co-energy approximation caused by magnetic saturation. Shaded area corresponds
to (a) actual change of co-energy (b) approximation of co-energy change according to current (c)
approximation of co-energy change according to flux linkage . Error is largest if current is used to
approximate change of co-energy. [2]

From the figure it is seen that if co-energy change is estimated by linear approximation,

the force should be calculated using equation with flux linkage in equation (2.27)

instead current to minimize the error. [2]

Permeability describes the relationship between magnetic flux density and magnetic

field intensity. The B-H curve for magnetic material used in motor of this work is

plotted in figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9. Magnetization curve for material used in the bearingless SynRM of this work.
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Magnetic saturation is dependent on material property of permeability, which in simple

terms describes how easily magnetic field, magnetic flux density or flux linkage is

increased in volume of material as magnetic field strength or current is increased. As

current of coil around a core is increased, magnetic flux density increases linearly until

at certain point the permeability starts to decrease. After this point material is said to

start being saturated and increasing flux density requires ever increasing amount of

current. Studying figure 2.9 it can be said that the depicted material starts to saturate at

approximately 1.3 T, after which increasingly higher current is required to further

increase magnetic flux.

Higher saturation results in increased coercive force, that is it increases the required

intensity of magnetic field strength, or current, required to demagnetize material.

Computation of hysteresis losses in bearingless machines is studied [13] where results

show hysteresis losses of approximately 75 W at 0.5 A levitation winding current. In

the study 100 W total loss is shown at 0.5 A levitation winding current, meaning up to

75% of total losses are caused by hysteresis losses. It is mentioned in the study that

method used to calculate losses is a proof of concept and that it requires validation

through experimentation. [13]

Results in [14] show that magnetic saturation reduces the radial forces produced by the

unbalanced magnetic pull produced by the secondary windings of bearingless machine.

Conclusion of the study was that magnetic saturation determines the maximum flux

density in the airgap and therefore the maximum radial force that can be attained for the

material. Maximum radial force attainable is described to be

=
1
2

(2.41)

where S is the surface area and  is the maximum flux density and is obtained when

the lower flux density  is zero in the equation (2.40) introduced previously. [14]

Figure 2.10 shows magnetic flux density distribution in bearingless SynRM with motor

winding current of 15 A and levitation winding current 3 A with adjusted colour scaling.
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Figure 2.10. Flux distribution when motor winding current is 15 A and levitation winding is 3A. Note
that the colour scaling has been adjusted to emphasize saturation.

Changing the colour scaling for flux density distribution in figure 2.10 shows that upper

area of the stator yoke in the bearingless SynRM used in this work is beginning to

saturate, since flux density is approximately 1.2-1.4 T in the upper area. Previously knee

point for saturation was defined to be 1.3 T in B-H curve shown in figure 2.9. Saturation

increases reluctance of magnetic flux path and less magnetic flux can be driven through

the material. This will reduce the inductance and flux linkage, meaning that higher

current is needed to produce same increase of flux density. Because of saturation and

high reluctance, the flux density in the airgap decreases. In the bottom area the material

is not being saturated because motor windings produce flux that opposes the flux field

of levitation windings. [6]

Reluctance can be decreased simply by providing flux paths with smaller reluctance

than of path with higher reluctance caused by saturation. This can be done by increasing

the volume or surface area of material, allowing flux to flow around the saturated point.

Because bottom area of stator yoke in figure 2.10 is not saturated, it is proposed that
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yoke material can be redistributed from lower area around the top part to reduce

saturation and therefore reluctance without degrading motor performance.

2.2 Methodology

To design and analyse SynRM, accurate calculation of inductances is necessary. As

discussed earlier, magnetic flux production is dependent on inductances and currents of

windings and permeability of material, which exhibits nonlinear characteristics at

saturation.

Because of the nonlinearity, analytical computation of inductances would be laborious.

To increase speed and efficiency of calculation, analysis and to enable optimization of

asymmetric SynRM, it is necessary to employ computer algorithms and methods. One

widely applied method is called FEM.

2.2.1 Finite Element Method

The concept of FEM is simple: Larger computation problem is divided into small parts

or elements which are computationally inexpensive and simpler to solve within the

element itself. The solutions to other elements in the area are then approximated by the

solver algorithm.

In the field of electromechanics, the equations that are to be solved within the elements

are the Maxwell’s field equations, material quantities and boundary conditions between

elements. The Maxwell’s field equations expressed as

∇ × =  − (2.42)

∇ × =
∂

+ (2.43)

∇ ⋅ = ρ (2.44)

∇ ⋅ = 0 (2.45)
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where and are electric field- and magnet field strength,  and  are electric- and

magnetic flux densities respectively and  and  are the electric current and electric

charge densities. The field equations are accompanied by material equations which are

= (2.46)

= (2.47)

where  and  are the permittivity and permeability of the material respectively and

describe the relationship between field strength and flux density for magnetic and

electric fields. [15, 16]

2.2.2 Meshing

Using FEM approach to solve a problem requires creation of geometry where the

problem area is divided into elements. This operation is called meshing. Example of

dividing problem to smaller elements is shown in figure 2.11, which depicts a meshed

quadrant of bearingless SynRM stator.

Figure 2.11. Meshing of bearingless SynRM stator.
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The initial approach to optimization in this work was to use Aalto University’s inhouse

software to solve field equations, calculating flux densities and forces of the motor to

simulate motor operation. For this reason, mesh code using Matlab™ interfaced with

Gmsh. The interface between Gmsh and Matlab™ is made possible with the custom

open-source Matlab™ libraries created and maintained by Lehikoinen et al. [17]

Figure (2.12) shows the final mesh generated by the code written during the thesis work

to be used in Aalto University inhouse software.

Figure 2.12. Final mesh of the original motor geometry.

The mesh shown in Figure 2.12 was created using two Matlab™ codes. Stator mesh

code can be found from appendix A. The codes produce two separate meshes for rotor

and stator which are then combined with code created by Rasilo P. working at Tampere

University of Technology [13].
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Gmsh is a free software used to create 3D and 2D meshes that can be used in FEM

solvers. It is available to Windows, Linux and MacOS operating systems. Creating

mesh with Gmsh is done either by writing a script file using syntaxes of internal

scripting language explained in the documentation of the software or through graphical

user interface. [18]

Matlab™ is essentially powerful calculator for numerical computation with internal

language. It is widely used for calculation, data visualization, algorithm creation and

interacting with other software created with different programming languages. [19]

Since number of elements affects the time for FEM solver to solve a problem, the code

for generating the mesh was written so that number of elements is reduced, where

element is a 3-point triangle with size determined by characteristic length. Mesh

geometry is built by first assigning control points which are then connected by a line or

arc. Each point requires x-, y-, and z-coordinates and a value defining the characteristic

length of elements surrounding the point. Using the provided Gmsh-Matlab™

interfacing libraries, user defines control points as arrays where each column represents

x-y-z coordinates. Lines and arcs are then created using these points. The lines and arcs

are used to define geometric surfaces which are then filled with triangular mesh

elements with characteristic length assigned by lines and points.

Code created during this work builds the mesh by propagating a stator or rotor segment

around the origin. Stator consists of slot segments, meaning mesh in figure 2.12 consists

of 36 segments. Rotor is built by creating a full quadrature and propagating them in

quadrants to create rotor geometry.

More control points can be parametrized simply by creating new array variables for

each point and adding points in the code section where lines are being drawn. If

characteristic length of elements is defined as variables, user can adjust the mesh size

by changing the value of variable.

Unfortunately, due to time constraints and the time required learning to use the Aalto’s

inhouse software combined with the time to creating optimization algorithm, the

approach to optimize the machine had to be changed. The code created to build mesh

for this model can however be of use in the future research of the subject. With
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employment of inhouse software was abandoned due to complexity, alternative

approach had to be selected. It was proposed that commercially available software

should be utilized.

2.2.3 COMSOL Multiphysics™

COMSOL Multiphysics™ is a commercially available FEM solver, simulator and

analysis tool. The software has wide variety of modules that model, compute and

simulate mechanical, electrical, chemical, thermal and acoustical systems and

applications. In addition, Multiphysics™ has mathematical modules to assist in

simulations, including optimization module with multiple built in optimization

algorithms. For analysis and visualization, the software can provide graphs, 2D and 3D

graphical models and animations of the results. The application program interface (API)

of COMSOL Multiphysics™ allows external control of the software via Matlab™

Simulink or another software that uses Java. [20]

For simulation of rotating magnetic machinery and evaluating magnetic fluxes and

forces, COMSOL™ uses magnetic vector potential to solve Ampère’s law (2.43). The

magnetic flux density is the curl of vector potential

= ∇ × (2.48)

where  is the magnetic vector potential and can be defined using equation (2.42) as

= − (2.49)

For the optimization, the solver algorithm selected for this work is Constrained

Optimization by Linear Approximation (COBYLA). COBYLA was selected because

solution is heavily constrained, control variables alter the geometry and mesh. Because

geometry changes, derivative free solver is required. COBYLA is described as derivate-

free optimization with constraints that uses polynomial approximations for objective

function and interpolation for constraints to find smallest value of target function. [21]
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2.2.4 Optimization method

In paper [22] the idea that there exists a general “black box” optimization algorithm or

any generic method which is computationally better than another is criticized.

Specifically, the concept that there exists best algorithm between two algorithms

because one sometimes produces better results than the other is proven false using “no

free lunch” (NFL) theorems.

The NFL theorems state that algorithm which performs well for a certain class of

problems will perform poorly for another class of problems and on average the

performance of the two algorithms is identical. For example, if there exists some

algorithm which performs well for maximizing levitation force, that algorithm will

perform poorly at the task of finding maximum torque and the two are equivalent on

average.

To put NFL into context of subject of this thesis, one must think about requirements for

perfect algorithm. The perfect algorithm for solving the problem in this thesis requires

that algorithm can find solution where torque and levitation force are maximized, and

torque ripple is minimized with the added restriction that surface area of yoke geometry

must not be increased. Because all objective functions are dependent on time as well as

geometry, finding best solution would require evaluation over all instances of time it

takes for rotor to rotate one revolution multiplied by all geometric solutions. This

requires development and combination of three different algorithms that search for

solutions with maximum torque, levitation force and minimum torque ripple to form

one multi objective algorithm, where each objective affects another. Since there are no

existing solutions which would help restricting the search space of optimal solution,

significant increase to computation time will be incurred which should be taken into

consideration. These requirements, restrictions and challenges result in excessively

costly computation without very specialized algorithm with restricted search space.

However, restricting the search space requires that practitioner has knowledge which

directs towards optimal solution. Since the possible optimal geometry of the stator yoke

is not known, generic optimization algorithm must be chosen to gain the required

knowledge.
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It is stated that “average performance of any pair of algorithms across all possible

problems is identical” [22]. Therefore, choosing one particular generic algorithm over

another is not necessary. A hill climbing algorithm will on average have the same

performance as hill descent or random search algorithm. What is important is that

regardless of the method, technique or algorithm, optimization will be able to find at

least good approximation of optimal solution which can be improved upon.

The chosen method for the optimization of stator yoke geometry is one where averages

of solutions are used to emulate time dependent optimization. Because it is required that

torque should not be reduced in the solved geometry, global inequality constraints will

be used to prevent algorithm from searching solutions with reduced torque but will

allow solutions with increased torque. Another requirement is that the total surface area

of yoke geometry must not be equal or less than of the original geometry, so another

global inequality constraint will be used so that algorithm will be disincentivized from

finding solutions with larger yoke area while allowing solutions with reduced area. Goal

of the optimization is to maximize the levitation force, so the only objective function

will be one where the radial force in y-axis direction is maximized. Several cases with

different motor operating points will be optimized and final geometry shall be the

average of these optimized operating point geometries. The geometry for each operating

point in each case is obtained using COBYLA algorithm and the results are tested in

time dependent study so that they can be compared with the original model.
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3. Optimization

Main work of this study is divided into three sections: Initial study, main study and

result proposal. In the initial study the physical dimensions and operating parameters of

the original motor model are evaluated by simulation, and initial performance is

analysed. Also, effects of geometrical modification of yoke are studied with simplified

geometry parametrization. Time dependent simulations and analyses are performed so

that performance of original geometry can be compared with the optimized geometries

obtained in main study. Because torque is time dependent quantity, values for torque

constraints to be used in main study must be evaluated for each operating point by

simulating original model at these operating points.

The main study begins with yoke geometry parametrization, constraint selection and

setting control variable bounds. Four cases are optimized with different time dependent

motor operating points, i.e. the time instance at which the motor is to be optimized at.

Two operating points are set for first three cases, and yoke geometry will be optimized

for each operating point. At end of each case optimized model is formed by taking the

average of the two optimal geometries at operating points. The average geometry is

simulated in time dependent study and then compared with original to evaluate its

effects. Finally, best candidates for optimal geometry are selected by averaging the

results of case studies and generic bearingless SynRM stator shape is proposed and

analysed.

3.1 Initial study

The machine to be optimized is a 36-slot 4-pole SynRM with integrated 2-pole

levitation windings with the main windings. Outer radius of the stator is , =

117.5  with , = 72.5  inner radius. Rotor is a multi-pole rotor with four flux

barriers to improve torque characteristics. Airgap between stator and rotor is =

1 . Rotor outer radius , = 71.5  with = 30  axle radius. Motor
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length is 195 . Stator slot and motor physical dimensions are summarized in figure

3.1.

Description Param. Value
(mm)

Stator outer radius , 117.5
Stator inner radius , 72.5
Rotor outer radius , 71.5
Axle radius 30
Airgap length 1
Motor length 195
Neck height ℎ 1.3
Shoulder height ℎ 0.85
Levitation winding
height ℎ 5.34

Slot body height ℎ 13.9
Neck opening diameter 3.5
Slot opening diameter 5.5
Slot end diameter 7.9

Figure 3.1. Slot parameters and motor physical dimensions

Unbalanced magnetic pull and effects of currents were studied in [6] and the model used

in this work is topologically identical to the model in mentioned study. The parameters

of motor are listed in table 3.1.

Table.3.1. Motor parameters.
Parameter Value
Power (mechanical) 4.7 [ ] 
Supply frequency 50 [ ]
Number of main winding poles 4
Number of levitation winding poles 2
Main winding current (RMS) 15 [ ]
Levitation winding current (RMS) 0.56 [ ]
Conductors in main winding slot 16
Conductors in levitation winding slot 14
Current angle of main winding 45 [ ]
Current angle of levitation winding −90 [ ]
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Maximum torque is at 45° load angle but maximum levitation force is obtained at 40°

load angle. [6] In this study 45° load angle will be used throughout entire research to

preserve consistency across results. The order of windings is illustrated in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Winding order for the machine. Uppercase letters are used to denote motor windings and
lowercase signifies levitation windings. Pattern repeats for lower section of motor. [6]

Levitation force required for complete rotor suspension was told to be approximately

400 N. Main winding current is kept at 15 A and current of levitation windings is

gradually increased until 400 N force is achieved. For stationary model the required

levitation winding current is determined to be 0.56 A for approximately 400 N force.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the pole positions and direction of magnetic fluxes produced by

levitation and main windings at the start of simulation = 0  and at = 0.005 , which

is when rotor has rotated 45° so that rotor q-axes are aligned with x-y axes.
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Figure 3.3. Separated magnetic flux lines produced main and levitation windings. Bolded lines
represent general path of the major flux and arrows indicate direction of flux. (a) Flux produced by
levitation windings in red at t=0 and t=0.005s. (b) Flux produced by main windings at t=0s and
t=0.005s.

In figure 3.3 it can be seen that direction of magnetic flux flow shows that the levitation

windings are always energized so that the flux density is amplified in the top half of the

motor and diminished at bottom half of the motor. This results in increased saturation

at the top part of the motor and reduced saturation in lower part of motor. [6]  The

unbalanced flux density in airgap causes unbalanced magnetic pull; the magnetic flux

density distribution in top half of the airgap  has higher magnitude flux density in

lower half of the airgap. The strength of magnetic pull can be calculated using equation

(2.40).

Minimum force required to lift the rotor is approximately 400 N. For stationary model

levitation winding current to produce this force was 0.56 A. A time dependent model is

simulated with initial condition of vector potential calculated from the stationary model.

Results are shown in figure 3.4 which shows variation of forces and torque over time.

It is seen that the levitation force depends on the angular position of the rotor. This is

because flux path varies during motor operation and stator teeth exhibit varying
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saturation levels due to revolving magnetic fields, stator teeth and slots as well as rotor

q-d axes, flux guides and barriers. All these contribute to the variation of airgap flux

density which results in ripple.

Figure 3.4. Timestep analysis of motor operation with initial geometry: a) Levitation force  and
disturbance force  b) torque as functions of time over one full revolution of rotor.

Stator teeth and slots are largest contributor to torque ripple which can be seen in figure

3.4 where in one full revolution 36 peaks and valleys are observed, where peak

corresponds to tooth and valley to slot of stator. Levitation peak to peak ripple depends

primarily on rotor position. Flux density distribution in lower section of motor is largest

when a d-axis is aligned with y-axis and lowest when q-axis is aligned with y-axis.

Equation (2.40) showed how levitation force can be increased by increasing flux density

in the upper area and decreasing flux density in the lower area of motor.
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Table 3.2 summarizes the average, minimum and maximum values of torque and forces

and will be used to compare the original model to optimized models in case studies.

Force in x-axis is called disturbance force and not desirable during motor operation, as

it can cause imbalance and must be compensated for. In the optimization the goal is to

maximize levitation force  with minimal torque reduction. It is expected that also

disturbance forces will be affected when geometry is altered but it will not be used as

objective or constraint of optimization.

Table 3.2. Average, minimum and maximum torque, levitation and disturbance force produced by
motor with original geometry using 15 A motor winding and 0.56 A levitation winding current.

Original geometry
( ) ( ) ( )

Average 30.87 384.59 3.40
Minimum 26.97 366.90 −11.99
Maximum 33.82 402.51 19.87

Torque ripple of original geometry is 22%. From timestep results in table 3.2 it is seen

that average y-axis force is not reached with 0.56 A levitation winding current. Despite

this, 0.56 A current will still be used in all optimization studies. Figure 3.5 shows more

detailed graph of  waveform.

Figure 3.5. Variation of levitating force over time. Stator and rotor structure cause force harmonics.
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Study of  waveform shows that it consists of fundamental wave determined by the

rotational frequency and harmonic components caused by variation of magnetic flux

density in the airgap. The flux density varies as rotor d-q axes, flux guides and flux

barriers rotate past stator teeth and slots. The rotor alignment with respect to magnetic

fluxes determines amplitude of fundamental radial force peak to peak ripple, meanwhile

alignment of rotor flux guides and barriers with stator teeth and slots determine the

harmonic components.

Peak levitation forces are seen at time instances 0.00455s, 0.01s, 0.01455s, 0.02s and is

perpetuated periodically with approximate force of 400 N. The second peak at 0.00545s

is lost because flux density is more concentrated to specific stator teeth due to tooth and

flux guide alignment, resulting in increased saturation and lower flux density in airgap.

Minimum force of 365 N is observed at 0.01275s when rotor has rotated 114°.  Figure

3.6 is used to illustrate the states where levitation force  is at its maximum and

minimum.

Figure 3.6. Simplified components of  when total levitation force is at its maximum and minimum.
Levitation winding major magnetic flux paths are in red and motor winding major flux paths are in
blue. Arrows indicate the direction of fluxes.
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At 0.00455s the flux density in upper area is amplified and diminished in lower area by

three motoring windings. At 0.001275s the density is amplified only by two motor

windings. The components of levitation force in the figure 3.6 are simplified. The actual

force components are distributed in the airgap with amplitude proportional to flux

density. The magnetic flux distributions at maximum and minimum levitation force are

shown in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7. Magnetic flux distribution at maximum and minimum y-axis force.

Figure shows that the flux distribution at = 0.01275  is concentrated more on specific

stator teeth while at = 0.00455  the flux is more evenly distributed. The saturation

of the teeth reduces the flux in airgap which in turn reduces levitation force.

At the start of this thesis, it was not known if levitation force could be increased at all

by redistribution of stator yoke material. To investigate this, study was conducted where

yoke shape was altered using simple parametrization of the geometry.

The initial shape of stator was a regular circle with radius of , . To parametrize yoke

shape so that it can be altered, the yoke geometry was divided to two halves; top and

bottom. The top half was converted to half of ellipse with area of

=  (3.1)

where  and  are the major and minor semi-axes respectively. The total area is
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constrained so that the sum of top half ellipse and bottom half circle areas remain

constant, which was the area of the original circular geometry.

= + =
1
2

( + ) (3.2)

where  is the radius of bottom half circle and  is the area of initial geometry

= , (3.3)

where ,  is the outer radius of stator that was listed in figure 3.1. The minor-axis of

the top half ellipse is equal to the radius of bottom half circle, the total area becomes

=
1
2

( + ) (3.4)

Now the shape can be altered using the radius of half-circle, which determines the semi-

major axis of the ellipse

=
2 , −

(3.5)

Simulation is performed using the newly parametrized model by reducing the value of

half-circle radius  from 117mm to 95mm in steps of 1 mm to observe the behaviour

of forces and torque. Distribution of magnetic flux density is depicted in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. Sample from study with = 105 . The surface area of the yoke remains constant at all
values of .
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Comparing the flux density in figure 3.8 to the magnetization curve shown in figure 2.9

shows that material in lower part of the stator is approaching magnetic saturation, which

reduces the available flux density for the lower half of motor airgap because of

reluctance. Meanwhile in the top half of the motor the flux distributes over larger area,

causing flux paths to have lower reluctance which in turn increases the flux density in

the airgap. The resulting force is increased according to equation (2.40) because flux

density difference between top and bottom airgap is larger.

The negative effect of this is the reduction of torque of the motor, because increased

saturation of lower half of motor also diminishes the torque producing flux density in

the airgap. The force and torque characteristics are shown in figure 3.9 as functions of

lower half circle radius. From figure it is apparent that any reduction to radius will result

in torque reduction, which causes concern whether optimization without any reduction

in torque is possible.

Figure 3.9. Effects of simple shape alteration on torque and forces.
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3.2 Case studies

In this main optimization study, 4 different cases studied. In case 1, the constraints are

obtained from initial of two different rotor positions. In case 2 the constraints are from

two different time instances that produce maximum and minimum torque. Case 3 is

similar but instead of torque, levitation force determines the operating point. Case 4 is

expanded study where case 1 is repeated with relaxed constraints. In all cases the torque

and surface area of yoke are used as global inequality constraints. Torque constraint is

obtained by simulating stationary model at respective operating point at which model

is to be optimized. For example, in case 1 where rotor position is used as operating

points at which geometry will be optimized at. In one rotor position the torque must not

fall below 28  and in another torque cannot be below 32.5 . In all simulations

surface area is upper bounded, and torque is lower bounded; smaller area and higher

torque solutions are allowed. Conversely solutions with higher area or lower torque are

not considered optimal.

Only objective function is the maximization of force in positive y-axis direction. It is

not feasible to seek solution for multiple objective function because maximum force is

dependent on torque and vice versa as well as the rotor position, i.e. time. For time

dependent optimization each time instant would require its own torque constraint.

Optimization would become computationally too expensive when each solution would

need to be compared with each other before geometry is altered for next evaluation

cycle. The final solution is expected to lie between two different optimizations at two

different operating points or time instances Thus final optimized geometry is created by

taking the average of the solutions for operating points in each case.

Geometry is parametrized by polygonal approximation. Initial stator yoke geometry is

circular which can be approximated by polygon with N number of coordinates. Each

polygon consists of two variables, x and y which define point of polygon. Variables are

defined as

= cos (3.6)

= sin (3.7)
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where  and  are the coordinates of point  used to draw the polygon,  and  are

unique control variables for point coordinate,  is the outer radius of original stator

geometry and  is the fixed angle between  and  coordinates.

Angle between each point of polygon is set to be 10 degrees apart from each. This

results in 36-point polygon, each of which is controlled by two variables. Using this

model there are 72 control variables used by optimization algorithm to find maximum

force. The algorithm varies the values of the control variables  and  between 0.8 and

1.3. Because optimal geometry is expected to be symmetrical across y-axis, the polygon

points are mirrored to reduce computation time and provide more reliable results.

Mirroring polygon points across y-axis reduces the number of points to 19 and thus 38

control variables. Since three points of the polygon lie on x- and y-axes, their respective

x- and y-coordinates can be set to zero. Now total number of control variables is 35 and

optimization per model takes approximately two hours.

Further reduction in control variables is possible by reducing the number of points in

polygon but this comes at cost of accuracy and limits the shapes and solutions that can

be obtained. Because it is not entirely known what shape the yoke should take, random

approach must be taken to find optimal geometry. For more detailed geometry number

of points can also be increased, but this will increase optimization time and causes the

algorithm to become unstable.

3.2.1 Case formulation

Selected method for optimization was introduced in section 2.2.4 and here more detail

will be given to the process. For each case a quantity of motor is selected which defines

the time instance at which the motor should be optimized at, called operating point. This

means that for each case at least two geometries will be produced for each operating

point. Final model for each case will be the average of these optimized operating point

geometries.
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The first case, simply named Case 1, optimizes the model for two rotor positions to

maximize levitation force. First position is when d-axis of rotor is aligned with stator y-

axis and this angle is defined as initial position of rotor

= 0°

and second position is when q-axis of rotor is aligned with stator y-axis

= 45°

where  is the angle by which the rotor is rotated from its initial position. Corresponding

time instances for these positions are , = 0  and , = 0.005  because rotor is set

to rotate at 25 revolutions per second. Time instances are defined as ,  where  refers

to case number and  refers to operating point. The levitation forces for case 1 are

400.34  and 392.91 for operating points ,  and ,  respectively.

For case 2 the observed quantity will be torque. According to time dependent torque

waveform shown in figure 3.4(b), the maximum and minimum torque occur at time

instances , = 0.0016  and , = 0.0056  respectively and will serve as the

operating points for case 2 models.

In case 3 the operating points are selected according to maximum and minimum

levitation force generated by the original model. The two operating points of models to

be optimized are , = 0.0101  for maximum and , = 0.01275  for minimum

levitation force.

Case 4 was formulated during optimization of cases 1-3 when it was noticed that

COBYLA algorithm is sensitive to constraints and the order of control variables at

which they are given to the optimization algorithm. Order of the control variables result

in unexpected spikes on the geometry when combined with strict constraints and strict

constraints severely limit the possible solutions and values the control variables can

have. Because of these reasons, and to study the rate at which levitation force can be

increased at cost of torque, constraints in case 4 will be relaxed to 99% of the value of

original model. Operating points will be the same as were used in case 1 optimization.

Table 3.3 summarizes the cases and their operating points.
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Table 3.3. Summary of cases and operating points.
Name Description  [ ]  [ ]
Case 1 Rotor d-q axes 0 0.005
Case 2 Torque 0.0016 0.0056
Case 3 Max-min 0.0101 0.01275
Case 4 Loosen torque constraint 0 0.005

To optimize the models of all cases, constraints must also be selected for each operating

point. Torque constraint is obtained by simulating the model at the operating points and

using the resulting torque at said point as constraint. The area of optimized geometry

must be equal to or less than the original geometry while the torque must be equal or

greater than the torque produced by the original model at the selected operating point.

Table 3.4 summarizes the torque constraints for each operating point in each case.

Table 3.4. Constraints for operating points of each case.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

,  [ ] ,  [ ] ,  [ ] ,  [ ] ,  [ ] ,  [ ]
28.03 32.50 33.79 27.32 27.46 32.28

Case 4 27.75 32.18 33.45 27.06 27.19 31.96

3.2.2 Case 1 – Rotor d-q axes

Optimization for two different rotor positions are performed as described earlier. Figure

3.10 illustrates magnetic flux density distribution of case 1 before optimization.

Figure 3.10. Flux distribution with 15A main winding and 0.56A levitation winding current when a)
rotor rotation 0 degrees b) rotor rotation 45 degrees.
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Optimized models for the two operating points are shown in figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11.Optimized geometries for operating points a) ,  and b) ,  in case 1.

Figure 3.11 shows that the optimized geometry adapts to the flux density distribution.

Also, it is seen that to maximize levitation force , the bottom part area is minimized

to reduce flux density in the bottom airgap which would exert downwards force on the

rotor. For improved results and refined geometry, the number of control variables and

polygon points could be used. The forces and torques of figure 3.11 models are

summarized in table 3.5 with comparisons to original geometry at same operating

points. The results were obtained using stationary analysis.

Table 3.5. Stationary results of optimized geometries for two operating points and comparison with
original geometry at same operating points.

Operating point  [ ] Change [%]  [ ] Change [%]
, 429.13 +7.2 28.01 -0.081
, 419.15 +6.7 32.50 0

Average of the two geometries that were seen in figure 3.11 is now taken. Resulting

average is seen in figure 3.12 at the end of time dependent simulation.
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Figure 3.12. Average of two geometries produced by optimization of case 1 operating points.

Surface area of the average geometry is 0.85% greater than of the original geometry.

This is partly caused by the polygonal approximation and partly caused by the

optimization tolerances and accuracy. Waveforms shown in figures 3.13 and 3.14 depict

the forces and torque from time dependent simulation.

Figure 3.13. Forces of average of optimized geometries over time.
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Figure 3.14. Torque of average of optimized geometries over time.

Comparison of figures 3.13 to figure 3.5 shows that the force waveforms have similar

shape but in optimized model the amplitude is noticeably higher. Comparing figure 3.14

to figure 3.4(b) it can be seen that torque waveform is the same as in original model.

Summary of forces and torque obtained from time dependent simulation are given in

table 3.6 where the change to original model is also compared.

Table 3.6. Summary of time dependent study on optimized geometry of case 1 and comparison with
original model.

[ ] Change [%] [ ] Change [%] [ ] Change [%]
Average 30.7 −0.65 416.8 +8.4 6.5 +91.5
Max 33.8 +0.51 453.7 +12.7 27.1 +36.9
Min 27.1 −0.16 392.0 +6.8 −13.5 +12.7

The average of two optimized models results in significantly higher peak force in both

x- and y-direction at minor cost to torque. The torque reduction is in accordance to

initial survey, which showed that redistributing yoke material will always cause torque

to be reduced. This means that if optimization algorithm uses torque and levitation force

as objective functions the solutions are nondominated or Pareto optimal because one

objective cannot be improved without the cost of degrading the other.
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3.2.3 Case 2 – Torque

Operating points for case 2 were selected according to minimum and maximum torque

of the original model. Flux density distribution at these operating points before

optimization is shown in figure 3.15 and figure 3.16 shows optimized geometries.

Figure 3.15. Flux distribution at a) maximum torque b) minimum torque of the original model.

Figure 3.16. Optimized geometry for a) maximum torque and b) minimum torque operating point.

The optimal shapes in case 2 are more circular, although small reduction in stator radius

can be observed at lower section of rotor while top section is increased. Further

reduction in lower yoke would result in reduction of torque which would violate the

strict torque constraint. Table 3.7 summarizes the results for the two geometries.
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Table 3.7. Stationary results of optimized geometries for two operating points and comparison with
original geometry at same operating points.

Operating point [ ] Change [%] [ ] Change [%]
, 410.60 +7.9 33.78 −0.03
, 419.27 +7.0 27.31 −0.06

Figure 3.17 shows the average geometry of optimized operating point geometries.

Saturation at lower quadrants of stator reduces flux density in the lower airgap. Most of

the upper airgap flux density is distributed directly on the y-axis which is seen by the

saturation of the top uppermost tooth and innermost flux guides.

Waveforms shown in figures 3.18 and 3.19 were obtained after time simulation on

average of optimized models. Analysis of force waveforms in figure 3.18 and

comparing them to the waveforms of original model seen in figure 3.4(a) shows that

levitation force waveform is slightly smoother. Peaks occur at t=0.01s...0.02...etc. when

rotor q-axis is aligned with y-axis. Average disturbance force is again increased as was

seen in case 1 waveforms.

Figure 3.17. Average geometry of case 2.
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Figure 3.18. Waveforms of forces for case 2.

Figure 3.19. Case 2 torque waveform.
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Most importantly, torque still has approximately same values with minimal reduction

from original. This is more clearly seen in table 3.8 which summarizes the results of

time analysis and compares the change to original geometry.

Table 3.8. Summary of time dependent study on optimized geometry of case 2 and comparison with
original model.

 [ ] Change [%]  [ ] Change [%]  [ ] Change [%]
Average 30.66 −0.67 413.98 +7.6 6.43 +89.1
Max 33.74 −0.24 446.64 +11.0 29.18 +46.8
Min 26.78 −0.71 382.87 +4.4 −13.9 +16.1

Final geometry from case 2 is slightly improved from case 1 if torque is considered.

Levitation waveform in case 2 has experienced phase shift since peaks have moved

0.05s and now peaks occur when q-axes are aligned with x-y axes.

3.2.4 Case 3 – Levitation force

For case 3 the time instances at which original produces largest and smallest levitation

force were used as operating points at which optimization is performed. Figure 3.20

shows the flux densities of original model at operating points used in this case.

Figure 3.20. Flux distribution at a) maximum  b) minimum  of the original model.
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Figure 3.20(a) has same rotor position and flux distribution as in figure 3.10(a). Figure

3.21 shows the optimized models for these two operating points.

Figure 3.21. Optimized geometries for case 3 at operating points a) ,  and b) ,

Figure 3.21(a) is almost identical to case 1 as seen in figure 3.11 but minor difference

can be seen in lower portion of yoke and on the x-axis. Figure 3.21(b) would clearly

have poor operating characteristics during time analysis because of extremely

constricted yoke geometry in lower portion of stator. Reasons for this geometry are that

optimization is being performed on stationary model. At this operating point most of

the torque is being produced by other motor coils, as can be seen in figure 3.20(b) where

most of the torque producing flux is concentrated to the teeth ahead of d-axis of rotor,

indicated by saturated teeth. This allows the algorithm to constrict geometry without

losing torque in stationary simulation. The spikes in figure 3.20(b) are caused by

optimization algorithm prioritizing some control variables over others after the

algorithm has determined that the control variables at tips of spikes make little

difference to levitation force or torque. Priority is also affected by the order that

variables are given to the software. Algorithm is not reliable when extremely tight

constraints are given and for this reason additional study in case 4 will be conducted

with relaxed constraints.
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Summary of forces and torques for optimized geometries at their respective operating

points are listed in table 3.9 with comparison to original model at same operating points.

Table 3.9. Stationary results of optimized geometries for two operating points and comparison with
original geometry at same operating points.

Operating point [ ] Change [%] [ ] Change [%]
, 457.4 +13.8 27.40 −0.3
, 728.2 +97.2 32.27 −0.04

Compared to cases 1 and 2, case 3 optimized operating points are superior and have far

higher values, but this only applies for stationary models. As was done in previous

cases, average of the two geometries is used for time dependent simulation and analysis.

The average geometry for case 3 is shown in figure 3.22 and time analysis will be

performed the same way it was done in previous cases. Average geometry has 0.25%

larger yoke surface area than original geometry.

Figure 3.22. Resulting average geometry of case 3 optimization.
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Spikes have been propagated from the geometries to average and serve no real purpose

since the constriction between spike tips will counteract any benefit of reduced

reluctance within the spike. However, the top part of the stator has large amount of

material distributed into it and reluctance is low when d-axis is aligned with y-axis of

stator. At this point of the study it is becoming apparent that general shape of the optimal

geometry should be that of what was obtained from case 1 averages. The optimal shape

can be predicted to resemble a shape where bottom half of yoke is minimized, and top

part is maximized.

Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show waveforms of forces and torque for the case 3 average

geometry. Significant increase in average levitation force is obtained in case 3, but at

greater cost to average torque and substantial increase in disturbance force ripple.

Because optimization was performed for operating points of maximum and minimum

levitation force in original geometry, the increase in maximum  substantial.

Disadvantage is that torque now has reverse triangle wave component embedded in it.

This is most likely caused by the spikes and constrictions at the bottom of the yoke

when the concentration of torque producing magnetic flux density rotates past the

spikes.

Figure 3.23. Waveforms of forces obtained from time dependent simulation of case 3
average geometry.
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Figure 3.24. Waveform of torque obtained from time dependent simulation of case 3
average geometry.

Values from waveforms of case 3 average geometry are listed in table 3.10 and

compared to original model.

Table 3.10. Summary of time dependent study on optimized geometry of case 3 and comparison
with original model.

[ ] Change [%] [ ] Change [%] [ ] Change [%]
Average 30.21 −2.15 548.26 +42.56 13.0 +283
Max 33.61 −0.62 797.93 +98.24 42.4 +113
Min 26.14 −3.06 426.84 +16.34 −9.4 −21.5

The unexpected shapes from case 3 are most likely caused by logic of optimization

algorithm. Exact logic how algorithm is implemented in the commercial software

COMSOL™ is not known but it might have something to do with the order at which

control variables are inputted to the algorithm and constraints. During optimization

algorithm initializes the control variables and evaluates their weights and priority with

respect to obtaining optimal solution to objective function. Order at which control

variables are given to algorithm was such that first variables are the ones that control

bottom area of stator. Software then determined their value not to be important to torque

production at this operating point, meaning that their values should be minimized to
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increase value of objective function, , without reducing torque constraint. With

COBYLA method, the step size of control variable becomes smaller with each iteration.

By the time bottom control variables are being iterated again, the step size has been

reduced so much that small change to them makes very little difference.

The conclusion after conducting all optimizations in cases 1-3 is that increasing

levitation force will always come at a cost to torque characteristics. Common to all

solutions is that material from lower section of yoke should be distributed around top

section.

3.2.5 Case 4 – Relaxed constraints

In case 4 the same operating points are used as in case 1 to study the effect of constraint

relaxation. Case 3 showed that much larger levitation force is possible at approximately

2.2% mechanical power loss by torque reduction and that strict constraints severely

limit the possible solutions. Although torque reduction is not desirable from actual

motor, increasing levitation force at cost of torque should be studied more closely. It

can be argued that increasing the levitation force at cost of torque is viable because

mechanical bearings also cause power loss. Lack of mechanical bearings would still

mean that the need for maintenance is decreased. Other benefits to improving levitation

force include cooling and levitation winding power consumption.

Optimization process is identical to previous cases, but torque constraints are relaxed

so that solutions may have torque value of 99% the value of original model at the

appropriate operating points. This allows for wider selection of solutions with greater

levitation forces at some torque reduction and will result in more regular geometry

compared to previous cases. Three solutions are selected for study where large levitation

force is produced at small torque drop. Figure 3.25 summarizes solutions selected for

study.
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Figure 3.25. Results where optimization was performed with relaxed constraints. A, B and C denote
selected solutions at beginning, middle and end of the optimization process respectively. O1, O2 and
O3 refer to the averages of geometries from beginning, middle and end of optimization process.
Operating points are marked with t1 and t2 where t1=0s and t2=0.005s.

Letters A, B and C refer to solutions obtained at beginning, middle and end of

optimization process. Numbers refer to operating points. All solutions were selected

with maximum  at approximately 1% torque reduction when compared to original

model. Average geometries at middle (O2) and end (O3) of optimization are nearly

identical and even the geometry from beginning (O1) of optimization is almost the

same. Forces and torques of selected solutions are summarized in table 3.11.

Table 3.11. Forces and torques of optimized motor at respective operating point with user selected
solutions.

Operating point  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ] [ ] [ ]
1 = 0 633 500 495 27.18 27.78 27.8

2 = 0.005 594 551 538 32.0 32.16 32.20
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The large difference in levitation forces produced between solutions A and B are

explained by the constricted geometry of stator yoke along x-axis and reduced area of

bottom half of motor for solution A. This causes torque reduction and as the

optimization progresses from A to C, the torque gradually increases to match the

constraint. Figures 3.26-28 show torque and force waveforms of time simulations for

O1, O2 and O3 geometries.

Figure 3.26. Torque waveforms for average geometries of solutions at beginning (O1), middle (O2) and
end (O3) of optimization process.

Figure 3.27. Levitation force waveforms for average geometries of solutions at beginning (O1), middle
(O2) and end (O3) of optimization process.
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Figure 3.28. Disturbance force waveforms for average geometries of solutions at beginning (O1),
middle (O2) and end (O3) of optimization process.

Torque waveforms of different solutions are almost the same, but levitation force and

disturbance forces have large differences. Solution from beginning of simulation (O1)

produces very large peak levitation force but also has high disturbance force.

Differences between O2 and O3 are not large. Table 3.12 summarizes the average

values of waveforms and it is seen that.

Table 3.12 Summary of optimized geometry waveforms.
O1 O2 O3

Avg. 16.8 504 30.35 12.2 472 30.49 11.8 469 30.51
Max 77.2 588 33.62 51.2 539 33.68 50.5 531 33.51
Min −31.5 440 26.25 −9.7 425 26.40 −8.6 427 26.48

The average torque and levitation force of original model were 30.87 Nm and 385 N

respectively. Average levitation force appears to increase linearly according to results

as the average torque decreases. This is illustrated in figure 3.29. The ratio is

approximately 230 N of average levitation force at the cost of 1 Nm average torque.
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Figure 3.29. Torque to Levitation force graph. In all results of this study the increase in levitation force
has come at cost of torque.

3.3 Optimal geometry

The proposed optimal geometry of this study is the average of geometries obtained from

the cases that were studied in previous section. This will result in a rough, generic shape

of bearingless SynRM that maximizes levitation force with minimal torque reduction.

Because the force is dependent on the currents in levitation windings, the shape should

be further refined for the rated parameters.

The average geometry of all optimized solutions from each case is shown in figure 3.30.

Result resembles models from case 4, partly because it resulted in three solutions.
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Figure 3.30. Average of all geometries from cases 1-4.

Figure 3.31. Force waveforms from average of case study results.
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Figure 3.32. Torque waveform from average of case study results.

Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show waveforms of time dependent simulation. Comparing the

waveform figures 3.31 and 3.32 with figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.18 and 3.19 from first and

second case studies, the average levitation force has been increased without torque

reduction. Comparing the force waveforms from figure 3.31 with original waveforms

shows noticeable increase in average force and smoother waveform.

The rough model seen in figure 3.30 is built from polygons with large number of

variables. This model is transferred to computer assisted design (CAD) program and

the physical dimensions are approximated using three circle arcs and three straight lines.

The mechanical drawing is shown in figure 3.33 with dimensions.
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Figure 3.33. Simple mechanical drawing of approximate optimal model with dimensions in mm.

Upper yoke consists of simple half circle with 122.49 mm radius. Lower yoke is built

from two circle arcs with circle centre shifted to left and right side of origin so that right

arc centre lies at coordinates ( , ) = (3.274,5.115) and left at (−3.274,5.115). The

two arcs are connected from bottom with 35.754  long straight line. The bottom

yoke arcs are connected to top half circle with straight lines. The forces and torques are

sensitive to geometric changes which is why mechanical drawing has high dimension

precision. The yoke area of mechanical drawing is 2% smaller than the original yoke.

Magnetic flux density distribution of smoothed model is shown in figure 3.34.
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Figure 3.34. Smoothed geometry and proposed shape of bearingless SynRM stator yoke.

To test the performance of smoothed geometry and to compare it with rough and

original mode, time dependent simulation is performed. Figure 3.35 shows the force

waveforms and figure 3.36 plots the torque waveform.

Figure 3.35. Forces of final, optimized geometry.
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Figure 3.36. Torque of final, optimized geometry.

Comparing waveforms of smooth and rough geometries show that the waveforms of

smooth geometry match with that of rough model. To compare the models with each

other, table 3.13 lists the average, maximum and minimum values of torques and forces

for rough, smooth and original model.

Table 3.13. Summary of forces and torque for optimized and original geometries for comparison.
Rough Smooth Original

Avg. 30.6 435 8.2 30.6 437 8.4 30.9 385 3.4
Max 33.7 469 28.8 33.7 469 27.7 33.8 367 19.9
Min 26.9 409 −13.1 26.6 412 −13.4 27.0 403 −12.0

The final geometry has 13.5% increased average levitation force with 1% reduction in

torque and mechanical power. Peak to peak torque ripple has increased by 0.3 Nm from

original model.

For final test, the levitation winding current of original and final models are increased

from 0.56 A to 1 A for comparison and to observe effects of increased loading. Figure

3.37 shows torques and forces for rough, smoothed and original geometries operating

with 1 A levitation winding and 15 A main winding current.
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Figure 3.37. Waveforms of rough, smooth and original models when operated with 1 A levitation
current.
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The force  waveform in figure 3.37 shows that the smooth model matches the rough

optimal model well and that mechanical drawing is appropriately dimensioned. Table

3.14 summarizes results from simulation with 1 A levitation winding current.

Table 3.14. Summary of torques and forces for optimal and original models.
Rough Smooth Original

Avg. 30.6 729 9.9 30.6 730 10.1 30.8 685 5.6
Max 33.7 775 42.4 33.8 776 41.5 33.8 719 34.7
Min 26.8 693 −20.3 26.9 694 −19.9 26.9 653 −21.4

When levitation current is increased to 1 A, the force improvement from original to

optimal is diminished to 6.5%, which is less than half the increase from previous result

where the increase was shown to be 13.5% for 0.56 A levitation winding current. This

result shows that geometry must be optimized and changed for different motor ratings.

Each model optimization took approximately two hours to compute and COMSOL™

solver achieved optimal solutions typically within approximately 400-500 iterations.
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4. Conclusion and future work

Primary objective of this study was to provide proof of concept that levitation force can

be increased through topological optimization of bearingless SynRM stator yoke. To

prepare for the research, literature regarding bearingless machines was studied and

relevant information has been explained in this thesis. It has been shown and proven

through case experiments and analyses that increasing levitation force is possible and

that increase in levitation force will always come at cost of torque and mechanical

power, even though torque reduction was minimized.

Initial method for optimization was to use Aalto’s inhouse software to perform

computation but this had to be abandoned due to licensing issues and time constraints.

For this solution a mesh generator code was written and presented in the study.

Appendix A contains code for creating stator and rotor meshes. Commercially available

software COMSOL™ was selected as alternative and has been proven as effective

topology optimization software and was appropriate tool for this work.

Extensive research was performed on the bearingless SynRM to be optimized. Study

started with thorough initial study of effects to geometric alteration, continuing with

analysis and experimentation using multiple case studies and ending in single optimal

model using 0.56 A levitation winding and 15 A motor winding currents. In initial study

it was shown that even small change to stator shape will result in torque reduction.

Polygonal parametrization was used for stator to allow it take virtually any shape within

control variable constraints. Main study consisted of studies of four different cases to

be optimized and analysed. Based on analysis of results it was concluded that COBYLA

method used by COMSOL™ is sensitive to control variable ordering and constraints

and caused the software to produce inconsistent and unrealistic results because

stationary models were used in optimization. For improved and more realistic results

the constraints had to be relaxed so that general shape of the stator could be obtained

and reasonably dimensioned.

The studies conducted in this work show that stator teeth, slots and yoke shape as well

as rotor d-q axes, flux guides and barriers have effect on levitating forces. Force
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waveforms in bearingless SynRM consist of fundamental waves produced by stator

yoke and rotor d-q axes. Fundamental waves are accompanied by harmonics produced

by constrictions in stator yoke and alignment of stator teeth and slots with rotor flux

guides and barriers.

Resulting optimized model is created from averages of six optimized models at various

operating points. Mechanical drawing with motor dimensions is proposed as the

optimized model for bearingless SynRM. The proposed geometry increases levitation

force by approximately 13.5% with 1% reduction in torque. Higher levitation force is

attainable at increased cost to torque. Torque reduction can be justified to an extent with

reduction to electrical power requirement of levitation windings and with the fact that

mechanical bearings also reduce mechanical power and increase the need for

maintenance.

Objectives of this thesis have been achieved and general shape of bearingless SynRM

stator geometry has been proposed to maximize levitation force at minimal torque

reduction. Future research on bearingless motor should be aimed towards optimizing

slots, teeth and d-q axes of rotor, i.e. flux guides and barriers as well as continuing

research on stator yoke. Especially time dependent optimization should be performed

to study the prospect of improving geometry even further. It has been shown that torque

ripple cannot be noticeably improved by altering yoke geometry alone. If changes made

to stator geometry are not symmetrical or balanced. It was also shown that disturbance

forces increase with stator asymmetry with force direction in positive x-axis direction.

Thermal modelling of optimized bearingless SynRM yoke should also be conducted, as

increased saturation in bottom yoke will result in increased hysteresis losses.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Code for creating Stator mesh

%this script uses custom open source libraries provided by Antti Lehikoinen

%working at Aalto University:

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%SMEKLIB

% 2D-FEA Library for Electrical Machines in Matlab

%

% Several simulation examples can be found under Examples.

%

% For additional information, please refer to "A. Lehikoinen, T. Davidsson,

% A. Arkkio and A. Belahcen, "A High-Performance Open-Source Finite Element

% Analysis Library for Magnetics in MATLAB," 2018 The International

% Conference on Electrical Machines (ICEM) (in review), 2018."

%

% All copyright Antti Lehikoinen / Aalto University 2013-2018 unless

% otherwise stated.

%SMEKLIB

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Author: Jaakko Narko, 2018

%

%Script was created by Jaakko Narko for Master's Thesis on

%'Optimization of an Uneven-Stator Synchronous Reluctance Machine for

%Self-levitation Application', 2018

%

%This script writes and generates .geo file named "gm_geo.geo" and

%generates mesh using GMSH 4.0 in .msh file named "gm_geo.msh".

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%generating geometry for a full stator

dim.Qs = 36; %number of stator slots

%Slot dimensions

scale = 1/10; %CAD files are 10/1 scale

dim.d_1 = 35*scale*1e-3; %slot opening width

dim.d_2 = 55*scale*1e-3; %width of main slot section, top

dim.d_3 = 79*scale*1e-3; %width of main slot section, bottom

dim.h_1 = 13*scale*1e-3; %height of slot neck/wedge

dim.h_2 = 8.5*scale*1e-3; %height of slot shoulder/wedge

dim.h_3 = 139*scale*1e-3; %height of main slot section (excluding tip-arc radius)

dim.h_4 = 178.5*scale*1e-3; %total height of main slot section

dim.h_5 = 53.4*scale*1e-3;%height of secondary winding in slot

%slot & conductor dimensions
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dim.S_height = dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_4; %airgap to slot bottom distance

dim.S_height3 = dim.S_height - dim.h_1 - dim.h_2; %conductor "height in slot"

%mesh size tolerances

%determines the maximum length of element line/arc segments (i.e. if line

%is longer than value, line is "chopped" to smaller sections)

tol_ag = 3.0e-3; %airgap level

tol_neck1 = 4.0e-3; %neck/shoulder level

tol_neck2 = 4.5e-3; %shoulder/conductor level

tol_core1 = 5.5e-3; %conductor-conductor level

tol_core2 = 6.0e-3; %slot tip level

tol_core3 = 14e-3; %outer boundary

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% generating gwrap geometry

gw = gwrap(gmsh_path); %gwrap object

alpha_slot = 2*pi/dim.Qs; %slot pitch angle

%rotation matrix

Dt = [cos(alpha_slot/2) -sin(alpha_slot/2);sin(alpha_slot/2) cos(alpha_slot/2)];

%angular pitch of slot opening

aso = alpha_slot/2 - dim.d_1/dim.Sin/2;

%offset due to stator curvature

sl_off = dim.Sin-sqrt(dim.Sin^2-(dim.d_1/2)^2);

%defining control points for slot / OK!

Xso = Dt*[dim.Sin-sl_off; -dim.d_1/2]; %slot opening corner (airgap side)

Xsne = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1; -dim.d_1/2]; %neck end / wedge shoulder start

Xsoi = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2; -dim.d_2/2]; %wedge shoulder end/conductor

start

%halfpoints of slot

Xsho = Dt*[dim.Sin; 0]; %slot middle, opening

Xsnh = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1; 0]; %slot middle, neck/shoulder point

Xsch = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2; 0]; %slot middle, conductor start

Xcch = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_5; 0]; %slot middle, conductor-conductor

Xsoh = Dt*[dim.Sout;0]; %middle, outer stator

%slot bottom

Xsbt = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_4; 0]; %slot bottom tip

Xsba = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_3; -dim.d_3/2]; %bottom arc start

Xsbc = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_3; 0]; %bottom arc center

%segment inner and outer startpoints

Xsg_i = Dt*[dim.Sin*cos(alpha_slot/2); -dim.Sin*sin(alpha_slot/2)];

Xsg_n = Dt*[(dim.Sin+dim.h_1)*cos(alpha_slot/2); -

(dim.Sin+dim.h_1)*sin(alpha_slot/2)];

Xsg_sh = Dt*[(dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2)*cos(alpha_slot/2); -

(dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2)*sin(alpha_slot/2)];

Xsg_cc = Dt*[(dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_5)*cos(alpha_slot/2); -

(dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_5)*sin(alpha_slot/2)];

Xsg_st = Dt*[(dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_4)*cos(alpha_slot/2); -

(dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_4)*sin(alpha_slot/2)];

Xsg_o = Dt*[dim.Sout*cos(alpha_slot/2); -dim.Sout*sin(alpha_slot/2)];

Xsg_t = Dt*[dim.Sout; 0]; %outer segment tip

%find point between secondary/primary winding
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a_sls = (dim.h_5/dim.h_3)*(dim.d_3/2 - dim.d_2/2);

Xcc = Dt*[dim.Sin+dim.h_1+dim.h_2+dim.h_5;-(dim.d_2/2 + a_sls)];

D = Dt*[1 0;0 -1]*Dt'; %mirror matrix over the slot center line (radial)

%points in core regions

Xin = [dim.Sin; 0]; %airgap surface

Xout = [dim.Sout; 0]; %outer surface

Xmid = [dim.Sin+dim.S_height; 0];

%adding slots and airgap surface segments

str_in = cell(4, dim.Qs);

str_slots = cell(2, dim.Qs); %string for slot names

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%draw surfaces

%drawing begins from positive x-axis, one whole slot segment at a time

for k = 1:dim.Qs

    ra = 2*pi/dim.Qs*(k-1); %rotation angle

    Dr = [cos(ra) -sin(ra);sin(ra) cos(ra)]; %rot. matrix

    sname = ['Slot' num2str(k)]; %name for primary winding

    str_slots{1, k} = [sname '_secondary']; %opening-side layer

    str_slots{2, k} = [sname '_primary']; %bottom-side layer

%segment iron

%bottom half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*Xsg_i, Dr*Xsg_n, tol_neck1, ... %start neck

'line', Dr*Xsg_n, Dr*Xsg_sh, tol_neck2, ... %shoulder

'line', Dr*Xsg_sh, Dr*Xsg_cc, tol_core1, ... %secondary

'line', Dr*Xsg_cc, Dr*Xsg_st, tol_core2, ... %primary

'line', Dr*Xsg_st, Dr*Xsg_o, tol_core3, ... %outer

'arc', [0;0], Dr*Xsg_o, Dr*Xsg_t, tol_core3, 'linename', 'Outer', ... %outer

boundary

'line', Dr*Xsg_t, Dr*Xsbt, tol_core3, ... %boundary to tip

'arc', Dr*Xsbc, Dr*Xsbt, Dr*Xsba, tol_core2, ... %tip to arc

'line', Dr*Xsba, Dr*Xcc, tol_core2, ... %arc to side primary

'line', Dr*Xcc, Dr*Xsoi, tol_core1, ... %side primary to secondary

'line', Dr*Xsoi, Dr*Xsne, tol_neck2, ... %secondary to shoulder

'line', Dr*Xsne, Dr*Xso, tol_neck1, ... %shoulder to neck

'arc', [0;0], Dr*Xso, Dr*Xsg_i, tol_ag, 'linename', 'n_ag_s', ... %slot opening

'Core');

%top half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*D*Xsg_i, Dr*D*Xsg_n, tol_neck1, ... %start neck

'line', Dr*D*Xsg_n, Dr*D*Xsg_sh, tol_neck2, ... %shoulder

'line', Dr*D*Xsg_sh, Dr*D*Xsg_cc, tol_core1, ... %secondary

'line', Dr*D*Xsg_cc, Dr*D*Xsg_st, tol_core2, ... %primary

'line', Dr*D*Xsg_st, Dr*D*Xsg_o, tol_core3, ... %outer

'arc', [0;0], Dr*D*Xsg_o, Dr*Xsg_t, tol_core3, 'linename', 'Outer', ... %outer

boundary

'line', Dr*Xsg_t, Dr*Xsbt, tol_core3, ... %boundary to tip

'arc', Dr*Xsbc, Dr*Xsbt, Dr*D*Xsba, tol_core2, ... %tip to arc

'line', Dr*D*Xsba, Dr*D*Xcc, tol_core2, ... %arc to side primary

'line', Dr*D*Xcc, Dr*D*Xsoi, tol_core1, ... %side primary to secondary
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'line', Dr*D*Xsoi, Dr*D*Xsne, tol_neck2, ... %secondary to shoulder

'line', Dr*D*Xsne, Dr*D*Xso, tol_neck1, ... %shoulder to neck

'arc', [0;0], Dr*D*Xso, Dr*D*Xsg_i, tol_ag, 'linename', 'n_ag_s', ... %slot

opening

'Core');

%conductor layers

%secondary, bottom half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*Xsoi, Dr*Xcc, tol_core1, ... %side

'line', Dr*Xcc, Dr*Xcch, tol_core1, ... %layer half

'line', Dr*Xcch, Dr*Xsch, tol_core1, ... %inside

'line', Dr*Xsch, Dr*Xsoi, tol_core1, ... %

    [sname '_secondary']);

%secondary, top half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*D*Xsoi, Dr*D*Xcc, tol_core1, ... %side

'line', Dr*D*Xcc, Dr*Xcch, tol_core1, ... %layer half

'line', Dr*Xcch, Dr*Xsch, tol_core1, ... %inside

'line', Dr*Xsch, Dr*D*Xsoi, tol_core1, ... %

    [sname '_secondary']);

%primary, bottom half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*Xcc, Dr*Xsba, tol_core2, ... %side

'arc', Dr*Xsbc, Dr*Xsba, Dr*Xsbt, tol_core2, ... %arc first

'line', Dr*Xsbt, Dr*Xcch, tol_core2, ... %primary mid

'line', Dr*Xcch, Dr*Xcc, tol_core2, ... %opposite side

    [sname '_primary']);

%primary, top half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*D*Xcc, Dr*D*Xsba, tol_core2, ... %side

'arc', Dr*Xsbc, Dr*D*Xsba, Dr*Xsbt, tol_core2, ... %arc first

'line', Dr*Xsbt, Dr*Xcch, tol_core2, ... %primary mid

'line', Dr*Xcch, Dr*D*Xcc, tol_core2, ... %opposite side

    [sname '_primary']);

%wedge

%bottom half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*Xso, Dr*Xsne, tol_neck1, ... %side of neck

'line', Dr*Xsne, Dr*Xsoi, tol_neck2, ... %side of shoulder

'line', Dr*Xsoi, Dr*Xsch, tol_neck2, ... %side of conductor

'line', Dr*Xsch, Dr*Xsnh, tol_neck2, ... %middle line, outer

'line', Dr*Xsnh, Dr*Xsho, -tol_neck1,'linename','n_ag_s', ... %airgap wedge

'arc', [0;0], Dr*Xsho, Dr*Xso, tol_ag, 'linename', 'n_ag_s', ... %opening arc

'Wedge');

%top half

    gw.addPcws('line', Dr*D*Xso, Dr*D*Xsne, tol_neck1, ... %side of neck

'line', Dr*D*Xsne, Dr*D*Xsoi, tol_neck2, ... %side of shoulder

'line', Dr*D*Xsoi, Dr*Xsch, tol_neck2, ... %side of conductor
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'line', Dr*Xsch, Dr*Xsnh, tol_neck2, ... %mirror of shoulder

'line', Dr*Xsnh, Dr*D*Xsho, -tol_neck1, 'linename', 'n_ag_s', ... %airgap wedge

'arc', [0;0], Dr*D*Xsho, Dr*D*Xso, tol_ag, 'linename', 'n_ag_s', ... %wedge,

airgap opening

'Wedge');

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%meshing

gw.removeDuplicates();

gw.writeFile();

gw.mesh();

[p_s, t_s, Surfaces_s] = gw.loadMesh();

figure(1); clf; hold on; box on; axis equal;

triplot(t_s', p_s(1,:), p_s(2,:), 'b');

triplot(t_s(:, Surfaces_s.get('Core'))', p_s(1,:), p_s(2,:), 'black')

triplot(t_s(:, Surfaces_s.get('Wedge'))', p_s(1,:), p_s(2,:), 'c')

%plotting surface

figure(2); clf; hold on; axis equal;

gw.plotSurface('Wedge', 'ro-');

gw.plotSurface('Slot1_primary', 'gx-');

gw.plotSurface('Slot1_secondary', 'bo-');

gw.plotSurface('Inner', 'ko-');

gw.plotSurface('Core', 'co-');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%getting airgap nodes

n_ag_s = sortSegmentEdges(p_s, Surfaces_s.get('n_ag_s'));

%nodes on the outer boundary

n_dir_s = sortSegmentEdges(p_s, Surfaces_s.get('Outer'));

%plotting airgap nodes (IMPORTANT)

figure(3); clf; hold on; box on; axis equal;

plot(p_s(1,n_ag_s), p_s(2,n_ag_s), 'ko-');

%stator conductors

SC = cell(1, 2*dim.Qs);

for ks = 1:dim.Qs

    SC{1, ks} = Surfaces_s.get(str_slots{2, ks}); %primary

    SC{1, ks + dim.Qs} = Surfaces_s.get(str_slots{1, ks}); %secondary

end

%material indices

m_s = zeros(1, size(t_s,2));

m_s( Surfaces_s.get('Core') ) = dim.SM;

%playing with classes
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msh = SimpleMesh(p_s, t_s);

figure(4); clf; hold on; box on; axis equal tight;

msh_triplot(msh, [], 'b');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%below is used just for colors of surfaces

%primary colors

red = [1 0 0];

dred = [1 0 0]*0.5;

green = [0 1 0];

dgreen = [0 1 0]*0.5;

blue = [0.4 0.4 1];

dblue = [0.4 0.4 1]*0.5;

%secondary colors

yellow = [1 1 0];

dyellow = [1 1 0]*0.65;

pink = [1, 0.41 0.7];

dpink = [1, 0.41 0.7]*0.65;

cyan = [0, 1, 1];

dcyan = [0, 1, 1]*0.65;

msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get('Core'), [1 1 1]*0.8);

msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get('Wedge'), [1 0.70 0.2]);

for k = 1:3

%secondary

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(0+k) '_secondary']), dyellow);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(33+k) '_secondary']), dyellow);

%primaries

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(0+k) '_primary']), dgreen);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(3+k) '_primary']), red);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(6+k) '_primary']), dblue);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(9+k) '_primary']), green);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(12+k) '_primary']), dred);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(15+k) '_primary']), blue);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(18+k) '_primary']), dgreen);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(21+k) '_primary']), red);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(24+k) '_primary']), dblue);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(27+k) '_primary']), green);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(30+k) '_primary']), dred);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(33+k) '_primary']), blue);

end

for k = 1:6

%secondaries

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(3+k) '_secondary']), cyan);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(9+k) '_secondary']), dpink);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(15+k) '_secondary']), yellow);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(21+k) '_secondary']), dcyan);

    msh_fill(msh, Surfaces_s.get(['Slot' num2str(27+k) '_secondary']), pink);

end


